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Abstract- In pursuit to making life better, comfortable and luxurious, electronic gadgets has found a permanent place 

from house to workplace.  It needs that these all miniature gadgets to perform faster. But what is left behind, it will 

never ever noticed about that one. For getting a maximum work output, a heat rejection from unit surface area has 

increased a lot of amount that increases equipments efficiency. A two-phase phenomenon has proved to be better 

quality technique to solve such a critical problems. PHP(Pulsating Heat Pipe) is one of the applications involving two-

phase flow. Since its invention in 1990’s. PHP has been very popular & useful for thermal management of electronics 

instruments due to its compact and simple structure, faster thermal response and lower thermal solar and waste heat 

recovery systems [12] and many more resistance. PHPs have its vast area of working & extended  its applications in 

fuel cells , radiators , hybrid vehicles , chip cooling, air-conditioning, air to air heat exchange. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

To make day-to-day life more comfortable and luxurious, electronic equipments have placed a permanent place 

from housing society to workplace area. It needs that these small scale gadgets to perform faster & more 

efficiently. But it will never make to noticed about that. With these little equipments, heat rejection from unit 

surface area has increased in a large quantity. A two-phase phenomenon has proved to be better technique to solve 

such problems. PHP is one of the applications involving two-phase flow. Since its invention in 1990 by Akachi 

[1-2], PHP is very popular & useful for thermal management of electronics equipments due to its compact and 

simple structure, quick thermal response and lower thermal resistivity. The literature survey clearly suggests that 

among all above experiments, investigations based on natural convection have not been carried out efficiently. As 

it perfom the system working on natural convection/cooling method, device working and structural complexity 

reduces. Also vacuum or blank space inside the instrument is very less as compared to other. In view of the 

numerous applications of CL-PHP, the present paper is aimed to investigate the following objectives:  

                  (1) the effect of Filling Ratio (FR) on the performance of CLPHP.  

                  (2) the effect of input heat flux on the performance of CLPHP. 

NOMENCLATURE:- 

L - Length (mm)         Subscripts 

D - Diameter (mm)     crit- Critical 

T - Temperature (°C)   liq- Liquid 

Q - Heat Input (W)      vap- Vapor 

A - heat transfer area (m2)  i- Inner 

g - Gravitational acceleration (9.8 m/s2)             o- Outer 

Greek symbols:- a- Adiabatic 

Ρ- Fluid density (kg/m3) c- Condenser 

σ- Surface tension (N/m) e- Evaporator 

Abbreviation:- 

CLPHP- Closed Loop Pulsating Heat Pipe.             PHP-  Pulsating Heat Pipe. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

III.  

1.Christos N. Markides ⇑ , Richard Mathie, Alexandros Charogiannis these scientists  done the experimental 

study of spatially temporary resolved heat transfer in thin liquid-films which flows falling over an inclined heated 

foil. This paper contributed to the improvement of an experimental technique that uses  simultaneously both the 

planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) and infrared (IR) thermography imagining, and its applications in the 

measurement of unsteady simultaneous and complicated heat-transfer in naturally forced, thin liquid-film flows to 

falling over an inclined electrically heated-foil plates or biased under the action of an gravitational force. 

Quantitatively, spatiotemporally resolved and similarly conducted measurements are reported of the thickness of 

the films, film free-surface temperature, solid–liquid 2-phase interface temperature, and overall or instantaneous 

heat Working on the above study, overall and contineous heat-transfer coefficients (HTCs) are improved. Results 

related to the overall and contineous HTC and how this study 

correlated with the local and instantaneous film thickness improves the considerable heat-transfer enhancement 

related to steady-flow propogations in the thinner film regions. This changed behaviour is contributed to a number 

of unsteady/mixing working processes within the complicated and wave structure like films that are not easily 

handled by laminar and, steady-flow analysis. The Nusselt number (Nu) increases with the increase in Reynolds 

number (Re); at low Re values, the mean Nu number corresponds to 2.5, in consinment with the steady-flow 

analysis theory. While at higher Re, both the Nu number and the HTC exhisted with significantly increased values. 

From the earliear, study the HTC becomes reunioned from the film thickness for the higher range of observed film 

thicknesses is also reflected. Finally, the smaller film thickness reflection intensities were concerned with higher 

HTC fluctuation intensities, besides that; the amplitude of the wall temperature fluctuations were almost 

proportional or related to the amplitude of the HTC fluctuations.  

 

2.ShaolianWang*,LiangLi, HuakunZuo, both have done cryogen-free cryostat for scientific study and utilized in 

pulsed high magnetic Traditional cryostats. for scientific experiments in pulsed high magnetic fields; use liquid-

helium as the cooling medium. To minimize the running cost and to improve the operational efficiency, a cryogen-

free cryostat based on a GM cryo-cooler has been constructed for a 60 T pulsed field measurement cell at Wuhan 

National High Magnetic Field Center. A double layer temperature-control 

insert was manufactured or designed to obtain a stable temperature in the experiment chamber of the cryostat. In 

order to minimize or disperced the sample temperature fluctuation caused by the formation of an eddy current 

heating during the pulse, the inner based layer is constructed from a fiberglass tubing with an epoxy finishing. 

Dispite of the traditional cryostat, the experimental and the temperature controller are not immerged in the 4He 

bath directly. Inspite of this, they are placed apart by helium gas under sub-atmospheric pressure, which helps to 

makes the heat transfer smoother. At the demonstration position, a resistance heater coiled with anti-parallel wires 

is wound on the inner layer to heat the sample. Using the temperature-control insert, the temperature can be 

controlled with an accuracy of ±0.01 K in the range of 1.4 K-20 K, and ±0.05 K between 20 K and 300 K.  
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3. Susmita Koley*, Indranil Ghosh works on Activated carbon-hydrogen based continuous sorption cooling in 

single adsorbent bed with LN2 heat sink Quick and regular time periodic inflow-outflow of adsorbate in an adsorbent 

column forms an differential temperature between the two ends of it, permitted for the generation of continuous 

sorption cooling in a single adsorbent tube. This concept and experimental study has been proven demonstrationally 

and theoretically for near and small room temperature applications using activated carbon-nitrogen. The feasibility of 

generating continuous solid sorption cooling in a single adsorbent tube in the cryogenic domain has been studied 

theoretically with a different adsorbent-adsorbate pair, namely, activated carbon-hydrogen, etc. Former cooling of 

gaseous hydrogen (before it enters the adsorbent column) and ehxhaust of the heat of adsorption has been achieved 

using liquid nitrogen. Theoretical presentation gives nearly 20 K temperature difference between the two ends under 

no load condition. Finally, parametric variation have been performed. 

4. Jianhong Liu1, Fumin Shang1 have done stimullation study on Enhanced Heat Transfer Characteristics of 

Synergistic Coupling between the Pulsating Heat Pipes Using a steady and accurate temperature water bath as heat 

source, experiments are carried out to find out the heat transfer characteristics of the coupled pulsating heat pipe 

(PHP), which containing the main PHP filled with distilled water and the synergistic oscillating/rotating PHP filled 

with ethanol. The heat transfer characteristics and the wall temperatures of  the coupled PHP are analyzed and 

compared with the single PHP only works on the main PHP under the same condition. The experimental results shows 

that: in the identical heat source temperature, the heat absorption and the heat taken out of the coupled PHP are both 

greater than the single PHP’s, and the heat propagation is better in the case of small temperature difference. From 

50℃, the condenser section of the synergistic oscillating PHP occures oscillating, the pulsating working fluid flow and 

the oscillating heat transfer characteristics can affect the main PHP, the maximum effect of enhanced heat transfer is 

obtained by the two mutual incentive PHPs. 

5. S. Eiamsa-ard , K. Kiatkittipong , W. Jedsadaratanachai works on the Heat transfer characteristics of 

TiO2/water nanofluid in a heat exchanger tube combined with parallel overlapped dual twisted-tapes Titanium 

dioxide (TiO2) in water as nano-fluid was accompanied  for heat transfer enhancement together with overlapped dual 

twisted tapes (O-DTs). The study emphasized of the Reynolds numbers from 5400 to 15,200, O-DTs with overlapped 

twist ratios (yo/y) of 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 and nanofluids with TiO2 volume concentrations (f) of 0.07%, 0.14% and 

0.21%. The experimental and numerical results shows that ODTs with smaller overlapped twisted ratio delivered a 

stronger swirl intensity and higher turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). “The addition of O-DTs at the smallest overlapped 

twist ratio of 1.5 delivers heat transfer rates up to 89%, friction factor by 5.43 times and thermal performance up to 

1.13 times as compared to those of plain tube”. As more studies, heat transfer increased as TiO2 volume concentration 

of nanofluid increased, owing to the increases of contact surface and thermal conductivity. The side by side use of the 

“O-DTs having twist ratios 1.5 with the nanofluid with TiO2 volume concentration of 0.21% resulted in heat transfer 

enhancement around 9.9e11.2% and thermal performance improvement up to 4.5% as compared to the use of O-DTs 

alone”. The empirical correlations of heat transfer rate (Nu), friction factor (f) and thermal performance (h) in a 

constant wall heat flux tube equipped O-DTs at different overlapped twist ratios (yo/y) and volume concentrations of 

TiO2 nanoparticles (f) are also taken into account for heat transfer applications. 

6. Yi Mana,*, Hongxing Yangb, Yunxia Qua, and Zhaohong Fang gives Feasibility Investigation for the 

Minimum Energy Consumption, Cooling Mode with Ground Heat Exchanger and Terminal Radiator Due to its huge 

heat capacity, ground can provide heat source in winter and heat sink in summer due to this it is so called as shallow 

geothermal energy, which is mainly utilized and connected with the ground coupled heat pump system. In fact, free 

cooling can be performed by circulating normal water between the ground heat exchanger (GHE) and the indoor 

terminal directly. Recently, radiators for cooling manufactured of an modern working which contains high energy 

efficiency output and good comfortable level, however, condensation occured if the entering water temperature is 

lower than dew point of the ambient air. Therefore, this comprehension gives a low energy consumption on cooling 

mode by combining the GHE and the terminal radiator to preferably utilized the ground cooling directly and to 

restricts the condensation problem of terminal radiator. The simulation model of this novel mode I stabilized, and the 

feasibility of this minimum energy consumption on cooling mode is analyzed which depends on experimental results. 

7. Yong Liua,*, Yuqiao Zhanga, Shengqiang Gonga, Zhenfei Wanga, Huiting Zhang performed the results on the 

Maximum utility of Ground Heat Exchangers in Ground Source Heat Pump Systems based on Heat Transfer. 

Emphasised The heat transfer performance of a ground heat exchanger (GHE) is the important factor in generelized 

operation of a ground source heat pump (GSHP) system. Depending on the calculation and analysis of thermal 

resistance of vertical GHE, this paper have focused on the main related factors, which conflicted with the heat transfer 

performance of ground heat exchangers’ (GHEs) under different parametric conditions. Generally taken into account  
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all engineering application, approaches of minimizing the thermal resistance and enhancing heat transfer of GHE are 

done.For increasing and improving the heat transfer efficiency and destructing the unwanted heat waste, a newly 

designed ground heat exchanger with three inlet pipes and one outlet pipe (“3-in&1-out”) is introduced. And 

adjoining to the results of theoretical calculation and experimental analysis, it is concluded that the heat transfer 

capability of the GHE with “3-in&1-out” pipes under variable conditions are always less than that of GHEs with the 

use of either single U-pipe or double U-pipe. Thus the performance of the GHE with “3-in&1-out” pipes is very much 

important on the further studies. 

8. M Lutfor Rahman1, Rasel A Sultan1,*, T Islam1, Noor M Hasan1, Mohammad Ali2 experimentally 

investigate and studies the effect of fins on the performance of closed loop pulsating heat pipe (CLPHP). Pulsating 

heat pipes (PHP) have established the new arena and gives the responsible possibilities of use of an passive devices 

for heat transfer applications, especially related to the  thermal management of electronics instruments. A closed loop 

pulsating heat pipe (CLPHP) made of copper with 2 mm ID and 2.5 mm OD with fin in the condenser section is 

mostly used in the present work to evaluate the heat transfer performances where the evaporation section is 50 mm, 

adiabatic section is 120 mm and condensation section is 80 mm. This simple phenomenon is done to study and 

calculate the effects on the heat transfer capability of CLPHP with finned and un-finned condenser sections with 

inclination angle of 0� (vertical), 30� and 45�. Methanol is mostly prefered as working fluid with 50% filling ratio 

in CLPHP with 8 loops during the experimentation. The experimental research shows that the strong impact of gravity 

and thermo physical characteristics of the working fluid on the positive response of the CLPHP studied with different 

parametric conditions and heat load. The results is to demonstrate the effect of finns used in condenser section, the 

input heat flux, inclination angle captured  and physiochemical properties of the working fluid on the thermal 

performance of the devices. The finned CLPHP at 45� inclination gives out the efficient performance of heat transfer 

compared with that of CLPHP without fin. 

9. Prabhat Kumar* and Aravinda Pai completed An Overview of Welding Aspects and complexities occured 

during the Manufacture of Intermediate Heat Exchangers for 500mwe Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor. Prototype of 

Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) is first of a type of 500MWe pool type, sodium cooled nuclear reactor which is 

presently used in advanced stage of construction at Kalpakkam, India. Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX) is a shell 

and tube type, counter current, sodium to sodium heat exchanger. IHX is a very important, massive, over dimensional 

(~42 tones in weight, ~2 meters in diameter and ~18 meters in length) and critical component of reactor, as it transfers 

heat from the radioactive primary circuit sodium to non-radioactive secondary circuit sodium forming the boundary 

between these two circuits. The basic principal material of construction of IHX is “austenitic stainless steel grade 

316LN”. Each IHX contains 3600 nos. of straight seamless tubes which are rolled and then welded to the either ends 

of top and bottom tube-sheets by autogenous pulsed Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) process. The shell welding 

surrounded the tube bundle is extremely difficult, complex and challenging task due to small gaps between the tube 

bundle and shell inside diameter. Special designed arrangements were made to avoid arc strike or fusion in the tube 

during shell welding around the tube bundle. A mechanical hard faced seal arrangement at the contact or adjoining of 

the IHX outer shell and the inner vessel stand pipe is the preferably consumed design concept to ensure leak proof 

tightness in the IHX penetrations. Based on radiation impact rate & shielding considerations during maintenance, 

handling and decommissioning, nickel based ENiCr-B hard facing alloy (Colmonoy-5) was chosen to replace the 

traditionally used cobalt based stellite alloys to incharged the resistance to high temperature wear, especially falling of 

mating surfaces in sodium environment. The more versatile Plasma Transferred Arc Welding (PTAW) and Gas 

Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) were used for deposition of Colmonoy-5. The permanent marking on the seal ring is 

very complex and crucial task, as the diameter is too large and thickness & width is too small and which has 

permanent marking on all mating surfaces. As the large area  of trials were conducted on the mockup to optimize the 

hardfacing process along with heat treatment cycle to obtain minimum distortion deploying special tools and fixtures. 

10. Antonio Capozzaa, Angelo Zarrellab*, Michele De Carli works on the performance of vertical ground heat 

exchangers: the new CaRM tool. The ground source heat pump systems are worldwide used for space heating and 

cooling of buildings. The energy conservation  of the heat pump depends on the temperature of the heat carrier fluid 

on the ground side, which is deflected by the annual ground load profile and the arrangement of the boreholes. This 

paper conducts long-term analysis of two office buildings with unbalanced load profiles in Italy. Work focuses the 

effects of the heat imbalance on the heat pump entering fluid temperature over ten simulated years. A detailed 

numerical simulation tool was used to conduct the analysis. 

11. Donghui Lia, Zhanghua Wub*, Ercang Luoc, Limin Zhang have done Experimental Investigation on the 

chnges in between Heat and Power of the kW-class Thermoacoustic Engine. This paper presents a lifelong  
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experimental system of conversion between heat and power of the kW-class thermoacoustic engine, at both the peaks 

of the thermoacoustic core components the compression and expansion motors are added. By circulating the 

parameters of motors like spring stiffness, moving mass, inductors and external resistors in order to easily and 

simplifically adjust the pressure fluctuations, volume flow rate, acoustic field and phase angle in engine, we can better 

study and investigate on the performance of conversion between heat and power of thermoacoustic engine and 

impedance matching on motors and engine. It has thorough significance of improving working performance of 

thermoacoustic engine and optimal selection of parameters of compression and expansion motors 

By compensating the parameters of the compression and expansion motors, we get the maximum net acoustic power 

up to 1 kW or more and the highest “thermoacoustic efficiency of about 36%”. When the phase differences between 

two ends of volume flow rate reach -120 °, it can better suitable the acoustic field of double-acting thermoacoustic 

engine in the loop with a good guiding value. In the future experimental studies, we can improve the net acoustic 

power and efficiency in order to adapt to different applications and research needs. 

12 Jianhong Liu1, Fumin Shang1, Dengying Liu have done research study on Enhancing the Heat Transfer 

Characteristics of Synergistic Coupling between the Pulsating Heat Pipes Using a constant temperature water bath as 

heat source, experiments were performed to challenge the heat transfer characteristics of the coupled pulsating heat 

pipe (PHP), which consists of the main PHP filled with distilled water and the synergistic oscillating or rotating PHP 

filled with ethanol fuel. The heat transfer characteristics and the wall temperatures of the coupled PHP are analyzed 

and compared with the single PHP only made of the main PHP under the similar conditions. The results shows that: 

for the same heat source temperature, the heat absorption and the heat release of thermo-coupled PHP are both greater 

than the single PHP’s, and the heat transfer is higher in the case of small temperature difference. From 50℃, the 

condenser chamber of the synergistic oscillating PHP occur oscillating, the pulsating working fluid flow and the 

oscillating heat transfer characteristics can affect the main PHP, an preferable effect of enhanced heat transfer can 

been obtained by the two mutual incentive PHPs. 

13. Shaoliang Wang*, Liang Li, Huakun Zuo, Mengyu Liu, Tao Peng worked on A cryogen-free cryostat for 

scientific experiment in pulsed high magnetic fields Traditional cryostats for scientific research in pulsed high 

magnetic fields use liquid helium as the cooling source. To minimize the running cost and to increase the operational 

efficiency, a cryogen-free cryostat based on a GM cryo-cooler has been developed for a 60 T pulsed field 

measurement cell at Wuhan National High Magnetic Field Center. A double layer temperature-control insert was 

designed to obtain a stable temperature in the sample chamber of the cryostat. In order to eliminate the experimental 

temperature fluctuation caused by the eddy current heating during the pulse, the inner layer is made from a fiberglass 

tubing with an epoxy coating. Different from the traditional cryostat, the sample and the temperature controller are not 

immerged in the 4He bath. Rather than this, they are separated by helium gas under sub-atmospheric pressure, which 

makes the heat transfer easier. At the sample position, a resistance heater wound with anti-parallel wires is mounted 

on the inner layer to heat the sample. Using the temperature-control insert, the temperature can be controlled with an 

accuracy of ±0.01 K in the range of 1.4 K-20 K, and ±0.05 K between 20 K and 300 K. 

 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 Analytical results on presented paper is an attempt to study and understand the performance of the CLPHP. The 

experimental results drawn from the present research paper is as follows: 

     

     Experimental results:- 
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1. The system performs better and gives maximum efficiency with lower FR for the same input heat flux. 

2. Steady state evaporator temperature Te is observed to increase with increase in FR for the similar and steady 

heat input values. 

3. Deviation or difference between steady state evaporator temperature Te and steady state condenser temperature 

Tc increased with increase in both FR and input heat flux. 

Theorotical results:- 
4. As the heat input increases; Rth decreases due to the movement of an chaotic fluid. 

5. For FR=40%, chaotic fluid movement is observed with Tc values. As the heat input is increased with same FR, 

larger deflections are observed. This result is also observed for FR=60% but the amplitude is lower as compared to 

40% and 50% FR. 

6. Difference between steady state evaporator temperature Te and steady state condenser temperature Tc is 

increased with increase in input heat flux. For the same heat input values, system too much former time to reach 

steady state with increase in FR. 
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